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It’s likely that at some point, yourself or people around you have tried to lose some

fat.  A systematic review by Santos et al in 2016 showed that 4 in 10 adults reported

trying to lose weight annually. Whilst it may seem that some have a lot of

success with fat loss, others who embark on the journey seem to fall short

time and time again. 

 

The underlying and undeniable principle of fat loss is a calorie deficit. Whilst

there are certainly very important physiological and psychological factors that

MUST be considered when creating this deficit, without it you simply won’t lose

fat.  What is a calorie deficit? It means that we are consuming less energy through

food than we are expending through activity and other metabolic processes within

the body. If this occurs, the body must utilise energy from other stores (fat) in order

to function.

 

We have devised a list of reasons below that potentially affect our ability to create

this deficit and then remain in it long enough to see results.

 

This report then aims to break down each of these areas and how people become

unstuck when aiming to lose fat. It could be 1 or a combination of a few, either way, if

you’re struggling hopefully this will highlight what you need to address to

make your fat loss journey a success.

INTRODUCTION
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Sounds simple right but this is by far one of the biggest reasons people tend to

struggle with fat loss. Studies have shown that people will often underestimate how

many calories they consume per day and also how many they burn per day,

Lichtman et al. Given how common it is and for its potential to be addressed quickly

it’s a good idea to look at this first if results are not occurring.  Below are 4 potential

reasons as to how people will end up eating more than they think:

 

GOOD & BAD FOODS

Just because a food is deemed ‘good’ for you, it doesn’t mean it can be consumed

uncontrollably without consequence. Whilst there are certainly ‘better’ choices when

it comes to selecting what foods we consume, all food still contains calories that must

be accounted for. A classic example are things like nuts and avocados. Both are

probably considered nutritious, wholesome foods BUT eating two handfuls of nuts

(easy to do) can add up to 400-500 calories in 1 sitting. For a woman, that can be 1/3

of her maintenance calorie intake. By no means is eating either going to hurt you, but

just remember you don’t get a free pass just because they are considered healthy.  

 

WEEKENDS DON'T COUNT

This is a trap for many! People will spend a whole week nailing their nutrition but

onceFriday hits it’s time for knock off drinks and eating out. Again, there is nothing

inherently wrong with having a beer with mates or dinner with your partner but

when it’s uncontrolled and un accounted for then you can undo a good week of solid

nutrition.

 

ALL THE EXTRAS

Again, this is huge. Every minor ‘extra’ that you consume may seem insignificant at 
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the time, but over the course of the day and week they can add up to a large amount

of calories. The 3 chocolates you grabbed from the work kitchen, the coke you had

with lunch and the sauce you added to your dinner all count! Whilst they were small

‘ad ons’ to a meal, over the course of the day they stack up. Repeat this over 7 days

and you will be well over your required calorie quota for fat loss.

 

MISREPORTING FOOD INTAKE

Time and time again, intentionally or not, people will misreport their food intake.

Unfortunately, in most cases we don’t misreport under our calorie target. Accuracy is

key and for a diet to work you need to be compliant with this over time. Other than

you not being in a deficit, misreporting will also not allow you to make the next best

decision on how to progress as you’re making decisions based on false data.

 

SOLUTION

The best solution here is being diligent and accurate with your food tracking. If it’s calorie

tracking, make sure you get help or educate yourself on how to measure food. Make sure

you record absolutely everything and if you’re unsure always overestimate how many

calories you've eaten. If it’s a meal plan then stick to only the food in that meal plan unless

you are fully confident you can make substitutions (not additions) without effecting the

total calories.

YOU MOVE LESS THAN YOU THINK

Much like eating more than you think, you are likely moving less than you think

Lichtman et al. The reality for many is that you wake up, go to work, sit down for

most of the day, come home, sit down again and go to sleep. This incidental day to

day activity (or lack thereof) is known as NEAT or non-exercise activity

thermogenesis.
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Simply moving more within the day is a great tool to aid fat loss. A common way that

one can monitor activity is step tracking. For example, if you currently average 4000

steps a day, bump it up to 7000. Having a step tracker on your watch or phone is a

very useful measurement tool that could keep you accountable to moving more. 

 

SOLUTION 

Pay attention to how much you move and the choices you make during the day. As you

diet you’ll find yourself wanting to sit more, take the car instead of walking and crash on

the couch every chance you get. Recognise this and continue to make choices that involve

moving. 

 

As stated, a common way to monitor this is via step counting. If you have a baseline step

count for yourself when you’re not dieting then for fat loss you at bare minimum need to

uphold that and likely will need to increase it the further you get into the fat loss phase.

YOU DON'T HAVE A PLAN

Without a plan you are walking blind. A plan gives you the direction you need to

make sure things are as predictable as possible and you have a voice of reason

during the process. 

 

The first benefit of a plan is that it will keep you in check when your ability to make

decisions is compromised as you dig into your fat loss phase. Moderate to long term

energy restriction and hunger leads to irritability and decision fatigue which can

quickly lead to rash decisions that will hinder future progress.
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Secondly, the process of losing fat goes beyond just dropping calories.

Psychologically and physiologically your body fights back. Sure, dropping calories will

work initially but if it was that easy from start to finish everyone would be successful.

Having something in place to guide you, help you make decisions whilst your body

fights back and to show you that there is an end in sight is invaluable. Probably one

of the best investments you will make is to hire a coach to help you design and

implement this plan.

 

Oh, and don’t forget the plan after the plan! For many, the hardest part of any fat loss

endeavour is finishing and keeping it off! Once complete, the likelihood of weight

rebound is extremely high and can often leave you in a worse position than before

you started, Langeveld M & de Vries JH.

 

SOLUTION

The easiest solution is to get a coach! Do your research first and make sure you’re

confident in the individual you get to assist with your goals. What do you look for? This is

where social media can work in our favour. If you see a coach that provides copious

amounts of valuable content and can give proof of results then it’s likely they will be able

to provide a good service.

 

YOU GET DISHEARTENED EASILY

Many people will not give a fat loss phase a chance to work! Starting a diet and not

losing weight in the first 1-4 weeks is not uncommon and therefore should not be the

reason you give up entirely. If you don’t see an early drop in scale weight, consider

the following reasons as to why this may be the case.
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YOU'RE NOT BEING COMPLIANT

If you are hitting your calories 2 of 7 days or adding extra food outside your meal

plan then you likely won’t see any change (see point 1). Check yourself, get your

adherence on point and you’ll be rewarded.

 

YOU'RE DEFICIT IS TOO SMALL

If the size of your initial deficit is too small then it may take longer to see any change

occur. What also may happen if you create such a small deficit is that your body will

simply find a way to compensate for this deficit without actually dropping any fat. To

get things moving we suggest a larger calorie deficit (300-600 depending on your

starting point) and then use smaller drops to help break plateaus.

 

WATER RETENTION

Increases in the hormone cortisol due to stress of dieting may result in some water

retention which will mask results on the scale. This highlights the importance of

using visuals as well as scale weight for tracking progress. Whilst water retention may

mean scale weight doesn’t change, you may see some visual progress.

 

SOLUTION

To combat all of the above, start with a sizeable deficit (300-600) calories, make sure

you’re compliant, give the first drop in calories 2-4 weeks to work and use other metrics

such as progress pics in conjunction with scale weight to judge progress.

YOU'VE PLATEAUED & RUN OUT OF OPTIONS

This is a tough position to be in and one that can only be addressed at the beginning 
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of a fat loss phase. A plateau in fat loss is inevitable and will happen to most at some

point. The problem becomes when one plateaus but they have no-where to go! They

are on very little calories and cardio is through the roof. Essentially, the individual is

already at the limits of energy restriction but they still have weight to lose. As stated,

this is terrible place to be and there are 2 reasons as to how this can occur:

 

YOU'RE NOT STARTING FROM A PLACE OF STRENGTH

Starting a fat loss phase with a significant amount of weight to lose but maintaining

your current weight on low calories is a recipe for disaster. You will quickly get to a

place where calories are very low and cardio very high but you’re no-where near

your fat loss goal. This is a prime example of how yo yo dieting begins. Quick stints of

short and unsustainable energy restriction followed by periods of high calorie intake. 

 

If you’re in this position you must put your immediate fat loss goals aside and a focus

on building your calories gradually up to a maintenance point where you have plenty

of room to move on the way back down. 

 

DON'T DO EVERYTHING AT ONCE

Our two main tools when it comes to creating an energy deficit are decreased energy

intake and increasing energy expenditure. It’s a good idea to kick start fat loss with a

reasonable deficit e.g. 300-600 calories, potentially some cardio and from there take

out calories and add cardio only as needed and in small increments. A poor way to

go about the beginning of a cut is to drastically drop calories and add heaps of cardio

from the very start. Yes, you might have a nice rate of loss for the first number of

weeks but doing this would mean that once you stall you won’t have any resources

up our sleeve to pull from. 
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SOLUTION

First off ensure that you start from a place of strength. If you currently maintain on 1200

calories and want to lose 15kg then it’s going to be near impossible task. Spend 10-20

weeks building calories up and then 4-6 weeks maintaining that intake to allow your body

to adjust before entering your cut. Be aware that you may see some weight gain in this

period of time but the aim is to minimise this and set yourself up for a more significant

drop in weight down the track.

 

Once you are in this position of strength, don’t use all your resources at once. Start with a

reasonable deficit and a small amount of cardio. From there only make changes as

plateaus occur.

YOU'VE DON'T KNOW HOW TO BREAK PLATEAUS

As we have stated already in the report, plateaus happen and they can become very

disheartening. What some people don’t realise is that plateaus will happen! It’s very

unlikely that your initial calorie deficit will be the same deficit that carries you

through to the end of your cut and you shouldn’t go in with expectations of that

happening. If the scale weight isn’t moving and there is no visible difference in your

physique then something has to change.

 

SOLUTION

DECREASE ENERGY INTAKE OR INCREASE ENERGY OUTPUT OR BOTH

The methods you used to create that initial deficit will be the same methods you

use to break the plateau. We can either decrease the amount of energy coming in

via food, increase the amount of energy going out by moving more or a combination
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Where a 400 calorie deficit may have been used to kick start our fat loss phase,

maybe only a further decrease of 100 calories would be needed to break a plateau.

If you started with 3 x 30 min cardio sessions, maybe only adding 1 extra cardio

session or 10 mins to each will be enough to break the plateau. 

of both. The good thing is that it doesn’t take as drastic a change as your initial deficit

to break a plateau. For example;

As a general rule, you could make a 5-10% change in what your currently doing to

break a plateau. If you plateaued at 1800 calories and 3 hours of cardio you might

decrease calories by 5% (1710 calories) and increase cardio by 5% OR decrease

calories by 10% (1620 calories) just to give a couple of examples.

 

TAKE BREAKS

Sometimes the best thing you can do if you’ve hit a plateau is take a quick pit stop.

Taking a diet break will allow you to pause some of the negative adaptions associated

with dieting and potentially allow for further fat loss once you resume a deficit. Diet

breaks tend to be 3 to 14 days in length and have some definite physiological benefits

associated as well as psychological. This comes mainly in the form of increases in

leptin levels. 

 

The amount of leptin we secrete is directly proportional to the size of fat cells so as we

get leaner our levels drop. Leptin plays important roles in satiety and energy

expenditure. Temporarily increasing leptin levels by increasing calorie intake to

maintenance during a diet break will help quell the feelings of hunger and temporarily

pause any further negative dieting adaptations to our metabolism. It’s important to

note that this increase in calories should come mainly through carbohydrates.

Sometimes it’s even a good idea to slightly drop protein during this 
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time to allow for a further increase on carbs. A break is not an excuse to go all out, it is a

controlled increase to maintenance.

YOU'VE BEEN DIETING TOO LONG

The human body is created with an adaptive metabolism. As a diet progresses we

begin to down regulate our metabolism which is our body’s attempt to bridge the

energy gap we have created between the amount of energy we are fuelling our body

with vs what it requires. This is why dieting for extended periods of time can put us in

a sticky situation. Our body naturally makes adaptions to make us more efficient with

our fuel leading to less energy wastage. So even though less total energy comes in, a

higher percentage of that energy is utilised. We pretty much go from a diesel truck to

a hyandi i30. 

 

 This means as we get leaner and the diet extends longer, we find it harder to drop

fat. The problem arises again when we are down to very low calories, hours of cardio

and fat loss has stalled. What some people will tend to do is keep pushing and

pushing but the deficit that once worked simply isn’t enough anymore. The result is

they live in this state of sparse energy which our body has made adaptions to and

therefore there is no further progress. This is a tough spot to be in both

physiologically and psychologically. After extended periods of time dieting

(sometimes years), it’s in your best interest to put away the goal of fat loss and begin

to build calories back up either through a reverse or recovery diet.
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This infographic was created by Dr Layne
Norton and taken from his book ‘Fat Loss

Forever. It illustrates some of the
physiological reasons as to why we stall. We

create the deficit via decreased
energy intake and/or increased energy

output. Over time our BMR and NEAT will
decrease in an attempt to bridge the energy

gap. TEF and EA will come down and
our drive to eat also goes up when leptin

decreases and the hunger hormone
ghrelin increases.

SOLUTION

Once again, you need to spend time out of a deficit and building calories up via a reverse

or recovery diet. If you’re already at the limits of energy restriction, feeling terrible and not

seeing any results then it’s time to make the change. The reality is that continuing to do

the same will result in you never achieving your fat loss goals. The only option is to take

yourself out of this place where your body has limited access to energy. Gradually begin to

increase calorie intake, reduce some energy output and work yourself into a position that

will allow for greater fat loss to occur in the future. A good idea is to focus your attention

on something other than fat loss.  A really good one is performance in the gym. Rather

than scale numbers, focus on gym numbers for 6-12 months.

YOU THINK IT WILL BE EASY

Despite what your favourite Instagram influencer will tell you, you can’t just take a fat

burner or wear a vibrating ab belt and expect to drop fat. It doesn’t work that way.

Anyone who has dropped a significant amount of fat will tell you that there are times 
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(most of the time) where you think everything is working against you. And it’s true to

some respect as your body is trying to resist what you’re putting it through.

 

You are Intentionally eating less than what your body requires which is hard, now

add in finding time and energy to maintain baseline NEAT and in most cases increase

NEAT/cardio which is another thing you’re body doesn’t want to do on low energy.

You wake up hungry, go to bed hungry and finally you have to do all of that and still

carry on with your normal life. If you want to lose fat, YOU have to work for it and if

you hear something that sounds too good to be true then it probably is.

 

SOLUTION

If you don’t know what to expect then ask someone that knows. The best thing you can do

is go in expecting it to be hard. Speak to someone who is either a coach or someone who

has lost fat and kept it off and ask them what their experience was like. It takes discipline,

sacrifice and for you to do things that will not come natural. Just remember, if you’ve tried

and failed before then it’s possible you need to do something different from last time.  

If it was easy then everyone would do it and when it gets hard just remember that you

chose this and you knew it would come. These are the moments that will make or break

your fat loss success because everyone can do it when it feels easy. The ones that stick it

out when it’s tough will be the ones that succeed.

YOU'RE ENVIRONMENT

Your environment will have a significant bearing on the success of your dieting. We

need to make the choices that are conducive of our goal, the easy ones to make. If

we have to spend every second of the day trying to resist temptation it makes it very 
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Your home environment is filled with calorie dense, low nutrient value foods.

Substitute these with nutrient dense and wholesome foods. Put low nutrient

dense, high calorie foods in a back fridge, in non-see through containers or if

needed remove them from the house completely. 

Your home environment lacks food in general so you resort to eating out for most

meals.    

Visual choices are very tempting. Cookies on the kitchen bench, lollies on the work

desk, ice cream in the kitchen freezer etc. 

You go to a lot of social gatherings that involve food and drinks. Whilst we don’t

discourage anyone from spending time with family and friends, the constant

lunches and nights out when not monitored can derail a fat loss plan. 

You spend time with people that don’t support your goal. Speak to the one’s

closest to you and let them know your plans. If they truly care for you then they

will respect and support you. It’s a hard task to undertake if you don’t have anyone

in your corner. Even better, find someone with the same goal and do it with them.

hard to maintain the structure and rigidity needed for a fat loss intervention.

 

Our environment consists of everything surrounding us. Here are some of the main

examples where your environment may be hindering your fat loss success;

 

SOLUTION 

Make the best decisions the easiest ones to make. We all have a fairly good idea of what’s

going to be in our best interest when it comes to fat loss. We know that nutrition is super

important so take yourself out of situations that lead to temptation, make the right foods

easy to access and in your face. We know training is important so pack your gym bag the

night before and train in the morning if you know you’re too tired after work..
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 We know moving is important so park the car 20 mins from work and walk.

 

Obviously these are just some examples and changes to your environment will be specific

to you. You will know what will help and what will hinder fat loss so make the right things,

easy, clear and obvious to do.

YOU HAVE UNREALISTIC GOALS

Whilst having a goal is be super important for fat loss, setting it too far out of reach

can be detrimental. When people think of fat loss they envision chiselled abs and

defined arms as that’s what floods our social media. Most people don’t actually

realise is what it takes to get down to really low body fat percentages. A 6 week

summer shred won’t cut it. Even if you do manage to stay the course and uphold a

diet that gets you to very low levels of body fat, do you see yourself maintaining this

lifestyle forever? Are abs really that important to you? If you realised what you have

to give up and sacrifice for that result then the answer is likely ‘no’. For a majority of

people the reality is you’d be much happier a few kilos heavier and still being able to

go out and enjoy a meal with family and friends.  Unrealistic goals can leave you

endlessly working but with no end in sight. Eventually one will implode leaving you

back where you started or worse. 

 

With that being said, it’s obviously not impossible for people to get to these really low

body fat percentages and if you’re dead set on achieving this then just be aware of

the following.  It will take A LOT of commitment, A LOT of sacrifice over A LONG

period of time and you shouldn’t expect to look like that forever.
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SOLUTION 

Set expectations from the beginning with the help of a coach. Whilst there is nothing

wrong with being ambitious, you don’t want that to turn into reckless. Have a clear

understanding of what you want and what it would take VS what you are willing to

sacrifice. If these two don’t line up then you have a problem from the get go. There needs

to be a marriage between your expectations and what you are willing to sacrifice. 

 

Outside getting help from a coach, below are some our of guidelines in regards to what

you may aim for in a fat loss phase.

 

TIMEFRAME  

10-20 weeks split into weeks of being in a calorie deficit and other weeks at maintenance

(diet breaks). For example, you might spend 16 weeks of dieting with a about 4 weeks

worth of diet breaks interspersed in there as needed. Don’t use a diet break for the sake of

it, use it as needed, generally the leaner we get the more they are used.

 

RATE OF LOSS 

0.5-2% BW loss per week. In general, the beginning of a diet allows for faster rates of loss

and during the end of the phase the rate of loss slows. Also if you are a larger person,

faster rates of loss can be appropriate. 

 

% OF TOTAL BODY WEIGHT LOSS

8-12% in any given dieting period. Less than this means you may have been slightly

conservative in your approach and anything more tends increase our chance of rebound.

Remember if you have quite a bit to lose, you don't have to do it all at once.
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If you’ve struggled to lose fat in the past then hopefully this report has been able to

open your eyes to the reason(s) as to why this may be the case.  As stated at the

beginning of the report, the way we lose fat is being in a calorie deficit for an

extended and consistent period of time. These 10 factors potentially inhibit our

ability to achieve this.

 

Fat loss is hard and with the plethora of information out there it is very hard to

differentiate right from wrong. It’s important to keep in mind that you shouldn’t

blame yourself if you feel unsure of what to do. In saying that it is on you as to

whether you do something about it. Our best advice, SEEK HELP. Getting a coach can

save you a lot of time and heartache and we highly recommend you go down this

path. Just like you get a doctor for your illness, an accountant for your taxes and

hairdresser to cut your hair, get an expert to help you with your fat loss. Health and

fitness is an investment not an expense.
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3 Point Training co owners Will and Matt Hanson are

passionate coaches with more than 10 years of

experience in the industry between them including a 3 year

Exercise Science Degree for Will and Matt playing high level

football (VFL) with the Werribee Football Club. Matt joined

Will in 2017 to create the personal training company 3PT

and since has grown from renting a commercial gym to

know their own studio in Port Melbourne where they have

established themselves as high level coaches and in doing

so a very reputable coaching facility within the area.

 

Both Will and Matt have built their coaching style and

developed their brand around evidence based coaching.

The aim of 3PT was to bring a style of coaching which had

evidence behind the methods used and then combine this

with their ability to listen and respect clients needs. This

resulted in them being able to provide a highly

personalised service which reflected in the results they

have been able to achieve with general population and all

the way up to high level physique, strength and sporting

athletes. They grew their studio to 5 coaches in less than a

year and aim to continue bringing an evidence based

approach to the forefront of modern day coaching. 
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